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startarma  

*Launch aRma interactive User Interface*

**Description**

`startarma` loads the Turkish version of MAVIS.

**Usage**

`startarma()`

**Details**

Start aRma

This is the Turkish version of MAVIS

**Value**

Nothing

**Examples**

```r
## not run:
library(shiny)
startarma()
## end(not run)
```

startmavis  

*Launch MAVIS interactive User Interface*

**Description**

`startmavis` starts loads the web browser an interactive user interface built using R shiny.

**Usage**

`startmavis()`

**Details**

Start MAVIS

The purpose of building the interactive user interface is to provide an easy for people who are learning how to do their first meta-analysis and/or are not comfortable with the R command line system. Includes example data for testing out a meta-analysis.
startmavis

Value

Nothing

Examples

## not run:
library(shiny)
startmavis()

## end(not run)
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